
Bangladesh Krira Shikkha Protishthan  
Zirani, Savar, Dhaka-1349 

Lesson Plan  
Date: Class: Nine / Ten  
 Introduction: Md. Abu Hana Mostofa Kamal  
Subject: English           Paper: First Paper Time: 40 min. 

Exchanging Greetings: Good Morning  

Home work review  May Day  

Preparation  1.  Forming the mental environment of the students:  
2. Assessing the learning outcomes of the previous class:  

Lesson title:  Past time (A passage) (U-2, L-3) 

Learning Outcomes:  By the end of the lesson students will be able to:  
a) Tell about pastime  
b) Tell about the meaning of some new words  
c) Answer mcq questions  
d) Answer open-ended questions  

Educational materials White board, Red and Black white board marker-1 each, Duster  

Teaching activities 

Vocabulary: Decline- diminish, decrease dwindle, lessen, wane; Traditional- conventional,         
customary; survey- study, thesis, experiment, Royal- Imperial, protection-Safeguard ,         
preservation . charitable- Help without interest. recall- remember, call to mind; generation-            
Genesis, procreation, propagation, progeny; experience- knowledge, skin, observation,        
know-how; highlight- focus on point up, emphasize, call attention to; contact- touch,;            
connection connection, association ; well being- welfare; skill- adeptness, deafness,          
competence; opportunity- chance, consequences- result outcome, issue, effect; disorder-         
indiscipline, chaos, confusion, disarray, mess; Organisation- Association, forum . 
Read the text and answer the following questions: 
Traditional childhood pastimes of climbing trees and playing conkers are in decline, According              

to a survey by the RSPB( Society for the protection of birds), it's a charitable organization                
registered in England and Wales.  
the services that people under 34 recall for fever search childhood outdoor experiences than               

people over 55,  according to the survey by RSPB.  
people were asked which of the twelfth childhood outdoor experiences they could remember.              

The answer included making dance, Daisy chain climbing trees, playing conquers, and feeding             
Birds. four out of five boys climb trees and the same number of girls made Daisy chains. But the                   
survey showed the numbers declining  among the newer generations.  
Some 15% more of those aged over 55 had these outdoor experiences in their childhood,               
compared with those between 15 to 34 years old. Some 92% of the public agreed that                
experiences of nature were. still important to children and 82% agreed that schools should play a                
role in providing them to all children.  
The survey has highlighted the positive impact of contact with nature on a child's education               
coma health, well being and social skills. At the same time, there has been a decline in these                  
opportunities, with negative consequences for children, families and Society – a condition now             
known as nature deficit disorder.  
Mike Clark, chief executive of rspb will meet Parliament members to ask the government to join                
other organisations in providing children with first hand experiences of the natural            



environment------ “We believe this guidance should include the many positive impacts to            
children of having contact with nature and learning outside the classroom”  
1. choose the correct answer from the following alternatives: 
i)  what does the expression ‘ traditional childhood pastime’ inthe text mean?  

a)  regular childhood pastimes 
b)  childhood pastimes of present period 
c)  childhood pastimes from generation to generation  
d) childhood pastimes of future generation 

ii. which of the following is not a traditional childhood pastime? ? 
a)  playing conkers  b) climbing trees c)  making dens  d)  playing computer games  

iii) What do you understand by the term ‘nature deficit disorder’ ? 
a) Positive impact on children for not being in touch with nature 
b) Negative impact on children for being in touch with nature 
c)  negative impact on children for not being in touch with nature 
d)  positive impact on children for being in touch with nature 

iv) what does the word include in the text refer to----- ? 
a) Entangle  b)  involve  c)  insert   d)  intricate  

v)   r s p b is a ------------ organisation.  
a) Benevolent   b)  health  c)  literary  d)  cultural  

Answer: i) c  ii) d  iii) c  iv) c  v) a  
2. Answer the following questions.  

a) From your reading of the passage write down the names of traditional childhood             
pastimes. 

b) What is rspb?  write in not more than two sentences. 
c) What what has the survey of rspb highlighted? Describe in brief. 

Answer : a) The names of traditional childhood pastimes are making dense, daisy chains,              
climbing trees, playing conquers and feeding birds. 
b) RSPB means Royal Society for the protection of birds. it is a charitable organisation               
registered in England and Wales. 
c) the survey by rspb has highlighted the positive impact of contact with nature on a child's                 
education, health, well being and social skills.  

Evaluation 
 
 
 

Answer the following questions:  
a) The conventional leisure activities can------- the young generation. 

i)   often     ii) hardly   iii)  sometimes   iv)  always  
b) nature------- a child grow in a balanced way. 

i) Hinders  ii)  assists  iii)   disrupts  iv) retards  
c) The word traditional mentioned in the passage means------. 

i)  common  ii) conventional  iii)  gradual  iv)  regular  
d) Explain the term nature deficit disorder 

 
 

Homework  
 

Do you agree with the view that we must provide our children with first and 
experiences of the natural environment?  Give reasons for your answer. 

Thank You  

  



Bangladesh Krira Shikkha Protishthan  
Zirani, Savar, Dhaka-1349 

Lesson Plan  
Date: Class: Nine / Ten  
 Introduction: Md. Abu Hana Mostofa Kamal  
Subject: English           Paper: First Paper Time: 40 min. 

Exchanging Greetings: Good Morning  

Home work review  Past time activities  

Preparation  1.  Forming the mental environment of the students:  
2. Assessing the learning outcomes of the previous class:  

Lesson title:  Past time (A passage) (U-2, L-5) 

Learning Outcomes:  By the end of the lesson students will be able to:  
a) Tell about pastime  
b) Tell about the meaning of some new words  
c) Answer mcq questions  
d) Answer open-ended questions  

Educational materials White board, Red and Black white board marker-1 each, Duster  

Teaching activities 

Vocabulary: Pastime- hobby, recreation, amusement, entertainment; survey- study, evaluate,         
examine, Tendency- attitude, proclivity, aptitude, propensity; increase- rise, go up, rocket,           
spiral, skyrocket; attraction- fascination, appeal; decade-10 years; persist - hold on,hang on,            
remain, insist ; Association- organisation; underprivileged- deprived of privilege; urbanisation-          
modernization , Indeed- actually, really 
Reading the text and answering the following questions:  
There is a change in people's preferences for pastime. A recent survey shows that during the last 20                  
years, teenagers have gone through significant changes in choosing their past times. Desawar results              
are presented through a graph which shows that there is a steady rise in young people's tendency to                  
watch TV. In 1990, 41% of teenagers like watching TV which increased to 48% in the next 10 years and                    
it further increased to 52% in the next decade.  
Unfortunately, the picture is grim in terms of young people's attraction to open Field games and sports,                 
While 50% of youngsters opted for games and sports in the 1990s, the figure was 12% less after a                   
decade at 38%. Unfortunately, the falling tendency persisted through the next 10 years, and by 2010 it                 
came down to 25%. Though young people have dissociated themselves noticeably from games and              
sports, there is a sharp and steady rise in their association with online and computer-assisted programs.                
In 1990 when the users of online or computer for pastimes were only 9%, in 2000 the number nearly                   
doubled and reached 14%, and with a rapid increase in the next 10 years it shot up to 23%.  
The survey also explains the reasons for this change. It says that television has become a part of                  
everyday life even to the underprivileged section of society. This has resulted in a larger number of                 
young people opting for watching TV as one of the most favorite pastimes. The increasing urbanization                
has reduced the number of open fields.  
Therefore, there is a fall in selecting games and sports as favorite pastimes, though it is not a piece of                     

good news for the country. and the reason for selecting computer-assisted or online programs is that                
Computer technology is getting cheaper, easier and more popular every day. Indeed our young              
generations are stepping into the e- world.  

1. Choose the correct answer from the following alternatives. 
i) What does the expression ‘steady rise’  in the  text mean? 



a)  Sharp  rise  b)  continuous but smooth rise  c) abrupt rise  d)   sudden rise  
ii) Which of the following best describes the similarity between the availability of TV and the shortage of                  
open field?  

a)  increasing tendency to play outdoor games 
b) decreasing tendency to watch TV 
c) increasing tendency to watch TV 
d)  increasing tendency to play computer games 

iii) what is responsible for reducing the number of open fields?  
a) increasing pastimes b) increasing poverty c) increasing population d) increasing           

urbanization 
iv) what is the main purpose of the author of the passage? 

a) To highlight the history and importance of TV  
b)  to highlight the change in our pass times 
c)  to highlight the importance of watching TV 
d)  to highlight the history of games and sports 

v) The word tendency mentioned in the passage means---- 
a)  Outlook  b)  inclining  c)   fondness  d)  addiction 

Answer : i) b  ii) c  iii) d  iv)  b  v) b  
 2. Answer the following questions:  

a) From your reading of the first paragraph describe the change in people preferences for pass                
times. 

b) “The picture is grim in terms of young people's attraction to field games and sports” Explain 
c) What, according to the survey, are the reasons for the change in our past times? describe in                  

your own words?  
Answer: a) The change in people's trends towards favourite pastimes is that there is a steady rise in                  
young people's tendency to watch TV. 
b) the picture is green in terms of young people's attraction to field games and sports. It is so because                    
they are attracted by online and computer assisted programs. 
c) According to the survey, the reasons for the change in our pastimes are availability of television and                  
reduction of the number of fields  as a result of increasing urbanization.  

Evaluation 
 
 
 

a) The word easy means---- 
i) Tough  ii)  hard   iii)   effortless   iv)  difficult 

b) what does the word indeed in the passage refer to? 
ii) falsely  ii) fakely  iii) artificially  iv) really  

c) Which past times is increasing day by day?  
iii)  doing sports and games  ii) spending with online or computer assisted 
programmes  iii) gardening  iv) reading books  
 
      d) What is not a good news for the country? Explain in brief 

Homework  
 

Do you support the view that nowadays young generations are starting in an e world? 
Give reasons for your answer. 

Thank You  

 


